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willow
SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes

W01S willow necklace: single $36 $84
W01B willow necklace: single $30 $70 Units Shipping Total
W02S willow necklace: double $77 $178
W02B willow necklace: double $34 $80
W03S willow earrings: double $71 $164 echeveria
W03B willow earrings: double $35 $82 SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes
W04S willow earrings: hoop $59 $136 E01S echeveria cuff: large $80 $184
W04B willow earrings: hoop $33 $76 E01B echeveria cuff: large $58 $134
W05S wilow necklace: echeveria $75 $174 E02S echeveria cuff: small $55 $128
W05B wilow necklace: echeveria $48 $112 E02B echeveria cuff: small $45 $104
W06S willow ring $50 $116 E03S echeveria earrings: studs $33 $76
W07S willow bangle $53 $122 E03B echeveria earrings: studs $26 $60
W07B willow bangle $34 $80 E04S echeveria earrings: drop $43 $100
twig subtotal E04B echeveria earrings: drop $31 $72

SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes E05S echeveria pin $57 $132
T01S twig earrings: hoop $40 $92 E05B echeveria pin $37 $86
T01B twig earrings: hoop $29 $68 E06S echeveria necklace: large $57 $132
T02S twig earrings: loop $42 $98 E06B echeveria necklace: large $37 $86
T02B twig earrings: loop $32 $74 E07S echeveria necklace: small $37 $86
T03S twig earrings: medium $40 $92 E07B echeveria necklace: small $32 $74
T03B twig earrings: medium $30 $70 E08S echeveria ring: large $57 $132
T04S twig earrings: small $36 $84 E08B echeveria ring: large $37 $86
T04B twig earrings: small $30 $70 E09S echeveria ring: small $43 $100
T05S twig necklace $43 $100 E09B echeveria ring: small $32 $74
T05B twig necklace $32 $74 E10S echeveria cuff links $70 $162
T06S twig ring: bar $46 $106 E10B echeveria cuff links $50 $116
T06B twig ring: bar $30 $70 E11S echeveria earrings: petal $22 $52
T07S twig bracelet $43 $100 E11B echeveria earrings: petal $18 $42
T07B twig bracelet $30 $70 E12S echeveria ring: double $57 $132
T08S twig earrings: long $48 $112 E12B echeveria ring: double $37 $86
T08B twig earrings: long $33 $76 E13S echeveria earrings: large studs $54 $126
T11S twig earrings: stud $20 $46 E13B echeveria earrings: large studs $36 $84
T11B twig earrings: stud $16 $38 ST03 stone necklace: succulent $50 $116
T12S twig necklace: large $68 $158 ST04 stone studs: succulent $52 $120
T12B twig necklace: large $38 $88 ST05 stone earrings: succulent $52 $120
T13S twig necklace chain $59 $136 ST06 stone ring: succulent $55 $128
ST01 stone necklace: statement $115 WS $96 ST07 stone cuff: succulent $66 $152
ST08 stone necklace: twig- L M P $55 $128 ST10 stone necklace: large ech. $100 $230

subtotal subtotal

Subtotal
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seed succulent
SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes

M01S ash seed earrings: large $59 $136 S01S succulent earrings: dagger $43 $100
M02S ash seed earrings: bunch $43 $100 S01B succulent earrings: dagger $32 $74
M02B ash seed earrings: bunch $33 $76 S02S succulent necklace: dagger $50 $116
M03S ash seed earrings: single $27 $64 S02B succulent necklace: dagger $34 $80
M03B ash seed earrings: single $22 $52 S03S succulent earrings: scale studs $29 $68
M04S ash seed earrings: dangle $27 $64 S03B succulent earrings: scale studs $23 $54
M04B ash seed earrings: dangle $22 $52 S04S succulent necklace: scale $35 $82
M05S seed necklace: ash $33 $76 S04B succulent necklace: scale $25 $58
M05B seed necklace: ash $24 $56 S05S succulent necklace: spike $56 $130
M06S seed necklace: acorn $53 $122 S05B succulent necklace: spike $34 $80
M06B seed necklace: acorn $30 $70 S06S succulent earrings: spike studs $29 $68
M07S seed necklace: maple $50 $116 S06B succulent earrings: spike studs $23 $54
M07B seed necklace: maple $33 $76 S07S succulent earrings: petal $42 $98
M09S seed necklace: maple wing $50 $116 S07B succulent earrings: petal $31 $72
M09B seed necklace: maple wing $33 $76 S08S succulent necklace: petal $42 $98
M10S seed pin: maple $43 $100 S08B succulent necklace: petal $31 $72
M10B seed pin: maple $30 $70 S09S peperomia necklace: large $57 $132
M12S seed earrings: eucalyptus $30 $70 S09B peperomia necklace: large $34 $80
M12B seed earrings: eucalyptus $26 $60 S10S peperomia necklace: small $39 $90
M13S seed stud: eucalyptus $30 $70 S10B peperomia necklace: small $29 $68
M13B seed stud: eucalyptus $26 $60 S11S peperomia earrings: wishbone $56 $130
M14S seed necklace: hemlock $61 $142 S11B peperomia earrings: wishbone $35 $82
M14B seed necklace: hemlock $33 $76 S12S peperomia earrings: large dangle $55 $128
M15S seed earrings: hemlock $48 $112 S12B peperomia earrings: large dangle $33 $76
M15B seed earrings: hemlock $32 $74 S13S peperomia earrings: small dangle $42 $98
bark subtotal S13B peperomia earrings: small dangle $32 $74

SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes S14S peperomia ring $50 $116
B01S tree bark necklace: large $86 $198 S14B peperomia ring $32 $74
B01B tree bark necklace: large $50 $116 S15S succulent earrings: spike whishbone $30 $70
B02S tree bark necklace: medium $43 $100 S15B succulent earrings: spike whishbone $26 $60
B02B tree bark necklace: medium $31 $72 ST02L stone necklace: sedum L J $95 WS $85
B03S tree bark ring $43 $100 subtotal
B03B tree bark ring $38 $88 B07S tree bark earrings $52 $120
B04S tree bark band $54 $126 B07B tree bark earrings $33 $76
B04B tree bark band $31 $72 B08S tree bark ring: large $54 $126
B05S tree bark cuff links $65 $150 B08B tree bark ring: large $48 $112
B05B tree bark cuff links $50 $116 B09S tree bark bracelet $65 $150
B06S tree bark studs $22 $52 B09B tree bark bracelet $42 $98
B06B tree bark studs $17 $40 subtotal
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willow echeveria
SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes SKU Title WS MSRP Units Total Notes

W01G willow necklace: single $56 $130 E01G echeveria cuff: large $100 $230
W02G willow necklace: double $97 $224 E02G echeveria cuff: small $85 $196
W03G willow earrings: double $91 $210 E03G echeveria earrings: studs $53 $122
W04G willow earrings: hoop $79 $182 E04G echeveria earrings: drop $63 $146
W05G wilow necklace: echeveria $95 $220 E05G echeveria pin $77 $178
W07G willow bangle $73 $168 E06G echeveria necklace: large $77 $178
twig subtotal E07G echeveria necklace: small $57 $132
T01G twig earrings: hoop $60 $138 E10G echeveria cuff links $90 $208
T02G twig earrings: loop $62 $144 E11G echeveria earrings: petal $42 $98
T03G twig earrings: medium $60 $138 E13G echeveria earrings: large studs $69 $160
T04G twig earrings: small $56 $130 ST03G stone earrings: succulent $74 $172
T05G twig necklace $63 $146 ST04G stone studs: succulent $72 $166
T07G twig bracelet $63 $146 ST05G stone necklace: succulent $75 $174
T08G twig earrings: long $68 $158 ST07G stone cuff: succulent $86 $198
T11G twig earrings: stud $40 $92 ST10G stone necklace: large ech. $120 $276
T12G twig necklace: large $88 $204 succulent subtotal
ST01G stone necklace: statement $135 WS$116 S01G succulent earrings: dagger $63 $146
ST08G stone necklace: twig- L M P $85 $196 S02G succulent necklace: dagger $70 $162
seed subtotal S03G succulent earrings: scale studs $49 $114
M01G ash seed earrings: large $89 $206 S04G succulent necklace: scale $55 $128
M02G ash seed earrings: bunch $63 $146 S05G succulent necklace: spike $76 $176
M03G ash seed earrings: single $47 $110 S06G succulent earrings: spike studs $49 $114
M04G ash seed earrings: dangle $47 $110 S07G succulent earrings: petal $62 $144
M05G seed necklace: ash $53 $122 S08G succulent necklace: petal $62 $144
M06G seed necklace: acorn $73 $168 S09G peperomia necklace: large $77 $178
M07G seed necklace: maple $70 $162 S10G peperomia necklace: small $59 $136
M09G seed necklace: maple wing $70 $162 S11G peperomia earrings: wishbone $76 $176
M10G seed pin: maple $63 $146 S12G peperomia earrings: large dangle $75 $174
M12G seed earrings: eucalyptus $62 $144 S13G peperomia earrings: small dangle $62 $144
M13G seed stud: eucalyptus $63 $146 S15G succulent earrings: spike drop $50 $116
M14G seed necklace: hemlock $81 $188 ST02G stone necklace: sedum L J $115 WS $105
M15G seed earrings: hemlock $68 $158 bark subtotal

subtotal B01S tree bark necklace: large $86 $198
B02S tree bark necklace: medium $43 $100
B05S tree bark cuff links $65 $150
B06S tree bark studs $22 $52
B07S tree bark earrings $52 $120
B09S tree bark bracelet $65 $150

subtotalSee wholesale terms for details.


